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		This textbook, the first comprehensive comparative study ever undertaken, surveys and compares the world’s ten largest diplomatic services: those of Brazil, China, France, Germany, India, Japan, Russia, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Chapters cover the distinctive histories and cultures of the services, their changing role in foreign policy making, and their preparations for the new challenges of the twenty-first century. 
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JavaFX 1.2 Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	JavaFX Script enables you to easily create rich Internet applications by embedding multimedia components. Although you can create stylish Internet applications by modifying these default components, even advanced users find it challenging to create impressive feature-rich Internet applications with JavaFX. Also, there are limited JavaFX...
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Close-Up and Macro PhotographyFocal Press, 2009
In this exhaustive guide to macro photography, respected author and photographer Adrian Davies takes a comprehensive approach to the subject, covering every aspect of the multi-faceted and often complicated world of close-up photography. 

Everything about Adrian's approach is both practical and diverse, with optimal output always in...
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Advertisers at WorkApress, 2012

	“Conversations with some of the sharpest minds in advertising lead the reader gently into the heart of the business. A great read whether you’re starting out in advertising or simply want to pick up some tips from the greats.”


	—Mark Tungate, author of Adland: A Global History of...
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Picture Yourself Learning Microsoft Office 2010Course Technology PTR, 2010

	Featured in the four-color, visual Picture Yourself series, PICTURE YOURSELF LEARNING MICROSOFT OFFICE 2010 is a valuable resource for all readers, beginner to intermediate. Clear, step-by-step instructions walk you through the basics of each application from beginning to end. Helpful tips provide additional information and advice to enhance...
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Inside Java 2 Platform Security: Architecture, API Design, and Implementation (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2003
Inside Java(TM) 2 Platform  Security, the definitive and comprehensive guide to the Java security  platform, has been thoroughly updated to reflect key additions and revisions to  Java security technologies currently in use by leading technology companies.  This second edition, penned by the Java...
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Ocean Modelling for Beginners: Using Open-Source SoftwareSpringer, 2009
The book gives an introduction to computer-based modelling of oceanic processes. It is the first of its kind and contains over twenty practical exercises, using freely available Open-Source software, and covers a wide range of topics from long surface waves, geostrophic flows, through to the general wind-driven circulation including western...
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